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Institute of Metal Physics, 620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
Abstract
Formation of magnetically ordered state in the Kondo
lattices is treated within the degenerate s− f exchange
and Coqblin-Schrieffer models. The Kondo renormal-
izations of the effective coupling parameter, magnetic
moment and spin excitation frequencies are calculated
within perturbation theory. The results of one-loop scal-
ing consideration of the magnetic state in Kondo lat-
tices are analyzed. The dependence of the critical val-
ues of the bare model parameters on the type of the
magnetic phase and space dimensionality is investigated.
Renormalization of the effective Kondo temperature by
the interatomic exchange interactions is calculated. An
important role of the character of spin dynamics (ex-
istence of well-defined magnon excitations, presence of
magnetic anisotropy etc.) is demonstrated. The regime
of strongly suppressed magnetic moments, which corre-
sponds to magnetic heavy-fermion system, may occur
in a rather narrow parameter region only. At the same
time, in the magnetically ordered phases the renormal-
ized Kondo temperature depends weakly on the bare
coupling parameter in some interval. The critical be-
havior, corresponding to the magnetic transition with
changing the bare s − f coupling parameter, is inves-
tigated. In the vicinity of the strong coupling regime,
the spectrum of the Bose excitations becomes softened.
Thus on the borderline of magnetic instability the Fermi-
liquid picture is violated in some temerature interval due
to scattering of electrons by these bosons. This may
explain the fact that a non-Fermi-liquid behavior often
takes place in the heavy-fermion systems near the onset
of magnetic ordering.
75.30.Mb, 71.28+d
1. Introduction
Anomalous 4f - and 5f -compounds, including so-called
Kondo lattices and heavy-fermion systems, are studied
extensively starting from the middle of 80s1–3. From
very beginning of these investigations it became clear
that the effects, connected with regular arrangement of
the Kondo centres (rare-earth or actinide ions) play a
crucial role in the physics of such systems. When passing
from one magnetic centre to the Kondo lattice, two main
new features appear. First, provided that the strong cou-
pling regime takes place, the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance
in the one-site t-matrix leads to formation of a compli-
cated band structure near EF on the new energy scale
(the Kondo temperature TK) with sharp peaks and pseu-
dogaps in the density of states4,5. This provides a com-
mon explanation of the heavy-fermion behavior. Sec-
ond, the competition between the Kondo screening of
magnetic moments and intersite magnetic interactions
has a great importance6,5,4,7. Following to the old pa-
per by Doniach8, it was believed in early works that this
competition leads to total suppression of either magnetic
moments or the Kondo anomalies. However, more recent
experimental data and careful theoretical investigations
made clear that the Kondo lattices as a rule demonstrate
magnetic ordering or are close to this. This concept was
consistently formulated and justified in a series of our
papers9–13. A very important circumstance is that in-
terspin coupling between the Kondo sites results in a
smearing of singularities in electron and magnetic prop-
erties on the scale of the characteristic spin-dynamics
frequency ω. At the same time, ω itself acquires renor-
malizations resulting in its decrease due to the Kondo
screening. A simple scaling consideration of this renor-
malization process in the s− f exchange model13 yields,
depending on the values of bare parameters, both the
“usual” states (a non-magnetic Kondo lattice or a mag-
net with weak Kondo contributions) and the peculiar
magnetic Kondo-lattice state. In the latter state, small
variations of parameters result in strong changes of the
ground-state moment. Thus a characteristic feature of
heavy fermion magnets — high sensitivity of the ground-
state moment to external factors like pressure and dop-
ing by a small amount of impurities — is naturally ex-
plained. At the same time, only the simplest s−f model
was considered in Ref.13, and the equations obtained
were not investigated in detail. Therefore a number of
important features of the Kondo magnets were not de-
scribed.
Recently, a num-
ber of anomalous f -systems (UxY1−xPd3, UPt3−xPdx,
UCu5−xPdx, CeCu6−xAux, UxTh1−xBe13 etc.) demon-
strating the so-called non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior
have become a subject of great interest (see, e.g., the
reviews14). It should be noted that such a behavior is
observed not only in alloys, but also in some stoichiomet-
ric compounds, e.g., Ce7Ni3
15, CeCu2Si2,CeNi2Ge2
16.
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These systems possess unusual logarithmic or power-law
temperature dependences of electron and magnetic prop-
erties. It is a common practice to discuss such a behavior
within the one-impurity two-channel Kondo model17,18.
However, the NFL behavior is typical for systems ly-
ing on the boundary of magnetic ordering and demon-
strating strong spin fluctuations14. So, many-center ef-
fects should play an important role in this phenomenon.
At the same time, for a number anomalous f -systems
as Sm3Se4, Yb4As3, as well as for the only “moder-
ately heavy-fermion” d-system Y1−xScxMn2, the heavy-
fermion state itself seems to be connected with peculiari-
ties of intersite couplings (e.g., frustrations), rather than
with the one-impurity Kondo effect19,11,12. Thus the in-
terplay of the Kondo effect and intersite spin dynamics
results in very rich and complicated picture rather than
in trivial mutual suppression.
The aim of the present paper is a systematic investi-
gation of formation of the magnetic Kondo-lattice state
and of its properties for various magnetic phases depend-
ing on the character of spin dynamics.
In Sect.2 we introduce main theoretical models which
enable one to treat the Kondo effect in a lattice in differ-
ent cases with account of orbital degeneracy. In Sect.3
we analyze the properties of the localized spin subsys-
tem for these models in the absence of s − f interac-
tion. The Kondo renormalizations in the paramagnetic
state with account of spin dynamics are considered in
Sect.4. In Sects.5 and 6 we calculate the Kondo cor-
rections to the electron spectrum (and thereby to the
effective s− f coupling) and magnon frequencies in the
magnetically ordered phases. In Sect.7 we write down
the scaling equations for the effective s − f parameter
and spin-fluctuation frequency which plays the role of
a cutoff for the Kondo divergences in concentrated f -
systems. In Sect.8 we generalize the scaling approach
for the ordered state by including the renormalization of
the residue of the spin Green’s function at the magnon
pole. The most simple large-N limit in the Coqblin-
Schrieffer model where spin dynamics is unrenormalized
is considered in Sect.9. The scaling picture for finite N
is discussed in Sect.10. In Sect.11 we discuss the critical
behavior near the magnetic phase transition and discuss
a possibility of the Fermi-liquid picture violation. The
scaling behavior in the s − f exchange model with a
large orbital degeneracy is investigated in Sect.12, and
an explicit description of the non-Fermi-liquid behavior
is obtained in this limiting case.
2. Theoretical models
To treat the Kondo effect in a lattice we use the s−d(f)
exchange Hamiltonian
H =
∑
kσ
tkc
†
kσckσ +Hf +Hsf = H0 +Hsf (1)
where tk is the band energy. We consider the pure spin
s− d(f) exchange model with
Hf =
∑
q
JqS−qSq, Hsf = −
∑
kk′αβ
Ikk′Sk−k′σαβc
†
kαck′β
(2)
where Si and Sq are spin operators and their Fourier
transforms, σ are the Pauli matrices. For the sake of
convenient constructing perturbation theory, we explic-
itly include the Heisenberg exchange interaction with the
parameters Jq in the Hamiltonian, although in fact this
interaction can be the indirect RKKY coupling. Ex-
panding the s − d(f) interaction in spherical functions
we have
Ikk′ =
∑
lm
IlY
∗
lm(θk, φk)Ylm(θk′ , φk′) (3)
Hereafter we retain in (3) only one term Il ≡ I (l = 2
for d-electrons and l = 3 for f -electrons). Introducing
the operators
ckmσ = i
l(4pi)1/2ckσYlm(θk, φk) (4)
which satisfy, after averaging over the angles of the vec-
tor k, the Fermi commutation relations, we reduce Hsf
to the form
Hsf = −I
∑
kk′mαβ
Sk−k′σαβc
†
kmαck′mβ (5)
Assuming the electron and spin excitation spectrum to
be isotropic, in final expressions for self-energies we can
perform averaging over the angles of all the wavevectors
and use the orthogonality relation∫ ∫
sin θdθdφdY ∗lm(θ, φ)Ylm′ (θ, φ) = δmm′
Thus the factors of [l] = (2l + 1) occur in any order of
perturbation theory, and we have to replace In → [l]Inl
in the “connected” terms of perturbation expansion in
comparison with the “standard” s− d model (l = 0).
It is worthwhile to remember main results for the one-
impurity version of this model20,21. Perturbation theory
treatment leads to occurrence of infrared divergences.
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Provided that I < 0, the characteristic energy scale (the
Kondo temperature)
TK = D exp(1/2Iρ) (6)
occurs, where D is of order of bandwidth, ρ is the
bare density of electron states at the Fermi level with
one spin projection. At T ∼ TK the effective s − f
interaction becomes very large and the system enters
the strong coupling regime. The electron energy spec-
trum in this region is determined by the presence of the
Abrikosov-Suhl resonance of the width TK . Properties of
the ground state and character of the low-temperature
behavior depend crucially on the parameters S and [l].
At 2S = [l] the Fermi-liquid singlet state occurs. At
2S > [l] the localized moment and logarithmic behavior
of electronic characterisitics retains, but the replacement
S → S− [l]/2 takes place. At 2S < [l] a very interesting
“overcompensated” regime occurs. Last time, the par-
ticular case of this regime with S = 1/2, [l] = 2 (the two-
channel Kondo model describing the non-Fermi-liquid
behavior, see, e.g.,17,18) is a subject of great interest.
In the case of the periodic model presence or absence of
the strong coupling regime depends also on the character
of intersite spin-spin interactions which are described by
Hf . This factor will be analyzed in detail below.
The s − d(f) model does not take into account scat-
tering by orbital degrees of freedom23,24,20,25. Another
important model, which is used frequently to describe
the Kondo effect, is the Coqblin-Schrieffer model. For
its periodic version with the f − f exchange interaction
of the SU(N) form we have
Hf =
1
2
∑
q
Jq
S∑
M,M ′=−S
XMM
′
−q X
M ′M
q , (7)
Hsf = −I
∑
kk′MM ′
XMM
′
k′−k c
†
k′M ′ckM
where XMM
′
q are the Fourier transforms of the Hub-
bard’s operators for the localized spin system
XMM
′
i = |iM〉〈iM ′|
S = (N − 1)/2 is the total angular momentum (this
notation is used for the sake of convenience and has a
somewhat different meaning in comparison with the spin
S in the s− f model), the operators
ckM =
∑
mσ
CSM1
2
σ,lmckmσ (8)
possess, after averaging over the angles, the Fermi prop-
erties due to the orthogonality relations for the Clebsh-
Gordan coefficients C. As well as for the model (2),
we will assume that this averaging should be performed
when calculating the Green’s functions. The Hamilto-
nian Hsf with I < 0 can be derived from the degenerate
Anderson-lattice model for rare-earth compounds (LS-
coupling); a Hamiltonian of the same form occurs in the
case of jj-coupling (actinide systems)25.
For S = 1/2, N = 2, l = 0 the models (2) and (7)
reduce to the standard s − f model with S = 1/2 and
coincide. The ground state in the one-impurity Coqblin-
Schrieffer model is similar to that in the s − f model
with 2S = [l], i.e. complete screening of the localized
moment and a Fermi-liquid picture take place. Due to
another structure of perturbation theory for the Coqblin-
Schrieffer model, we have to replace 2→ N in (6). Thus
the role of the degeneracy factors in both the models
under consideration is different: the expression for TK
does not contain the factor of [l] = (2l+1) in the model
(2), but contains the factor of N in the model (7). Pecu-
liarities of the Coqblin-Schrieffer model are determined
by that the transitions between any values of localized
f -state projectionM are possible, so that the number of
excitations branches is large. We shall see that this may
result in essential modifications of magnetic behavior.
The interaction Hf in (7) can be obtained as an indi-
rect RKKY-type interaction which arises to second order
in Hsf . Using the standard Heisenberg interaction (as
in (2)), where only M →M ± 1 transitions are allowed,
is incovenient since other transitions acquire an energy
gap. However, inclusion of this interaction does not lead
to a strong change of the physical picture. The standard
angular momentum operators on a site are expressed in
terms of the X-operators as
S+i =
∑
M
(S −M)1/2(S +M + 1)1/2XM+1,Mi (9)
Szi =
∑
M
MXMMi
Of course, both the s−f exchange model and Coqblin-
Schrieffer model are some idealizations of realistic situ-
ation. Choice of adequate model for a given compound
depends mainly on the relation between the width of
f -level and the spin-orbital coupling parameter. If the
broadening of f -level due to either the hybridization or
direct f − f overlap is larger than its spin-orbital split-
ting we should consider the latter after the transition
from atom-like f -states to the crystal states. Usually
the orbital moment is quenched in Bloch-like states26
and therefore only the spin moment should be taken into
account when considering the interaction with conduc-
tion electrons. The Coqblin-Schrieffer model was ini-
tially proposed to describe cerium and ytterbium sys-
tems, especially diluted ones22. However, as it is clear
now, the situation for cerium compounds is more compli-
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cated. First, the spin-orbit coupling for cerium is in fact
not too large (about 0.25 eV) and comparable with the
width of the virtual f -level. Second, a number of cerium
system, including the pure α−cerium have rather large
f − f overlap (the relative role of f − f overlap and hy-
bridization is discussed in detail in the review27). Thus
the applicability of one of these models should be con-
sidered separately for any specific compound. We shall
demonstrate below that results of the scaling considera-
tion for the Coqblin-Schrieffer model and s−f exchange
model are essentially different.
The model (7) may be generalized to include two mag-
netic f -configurations with the angular moments J and
J ′ so that
Hsf = −I
∑
CJMJ′µ,jmC
JM ′
J′µ,jm′X
MM ′
k′−k c
†
k′m′ckm (10)
(we restrict ourselves for simplicity to the case of
jj-coupling bearing in mind uranium compounds).
However, this Hamiltonian has a complicated tensor
structure20,25 and does not enable one to calculate an
unique energy scale by using perturbation expansion.
Such an energy scale can be obtained starting from the
low-temperature regime and reads25
TK = D exp
[
−1
/
Iρ
(
2J + 1
2J ′ + 1
− 1
)]
(11)
(note that the exponent in (11) for the case J ′ = 0 differs
by an unity from the correct result; such a difference is
typical for the methods which are in fact based on the
large-N expansion28,29). In the case J > J ′ the situation
for the model (11) is similar to that for the s− f model
with 2S > [l].
3. Ground state and spectrum of spin excitations
In the ground ferromagnetic (FM) state to zeroth ap-
proximation in I we have 〈Szi 〉 = S, and the spin-wave
spectrum for the model (2) reads
ωq = ω
FM
q (S) = 2S(Jq − J0) (12)
For the model (7), we also assume the magnon character
of spin dynamics. Then the spin-wave spectrum can be
found by linearizing the equation of motion for the “spin
deviation” operator XMS−q . There exist 2S = N −1 spin-
wave modes with the frequency ωq = ω
FM
q (1/2), which
correspond to the transitions S →M < S.
Now we discuss an antiferromagnet which has the spi-
ral structure along the x-axis with the wavevector Q
(JQ = Jmin)
〈Szi 〉 = S cosQRi, 〈Syi 〉 = S sinQRi, 〈Sxi 〉 = 0
We introduce the local coordinate system
Szi = Sˆ
z
i cosQRi − Sˆyi sinQRi, (13)
Syi = Sˆ
y
i cosQRi + Sˆ
z
i sinQRi, S
x
i = Sˆ
x
i
Hereafter we consider for simplicity a two-sublattice
AFM (2Q is equal to a reciprocal lattice vector, so that
cos2QRi = 1, sin
2QRi = 0). Passing to the spin devi-
ation operator we derive in the spin-wave region
Hf = const +
∑
q
[Cqb
†
qbq +
1
2
Dq(b−qbq + b
†
qb
†
−q)] (14)
Cq = S(JQ+q + Jq − 2JQ), Dq = S(Jq − JQ+q)
Diagonalizing (14) we obtain the spin-wave spectrum
ωq = ω
AFM
q (S) = (C
2
q−D2q)1/2 = 2S(Jq−JQ)1/2(JQ+q−JQ)1/2
(15)
The corresponding transformation to the local coordi-
nate system for the model (7) has the form
XMM
′
i =
1
2
[X̂M,M
′
i (1+cosQRi)+X̂
−M,−M ′
i (1−cosQRi)]
Then we obtain
Hf =
∑
q
S∑
M,M ′=−S
(J (2)q X̂
MM ′
−q X̂
M ′M
q +J
(1)
q X̂
MM ′
−q X̂
−M ′−M
q )
(16)
Hsf = −I
∑
kq
S∑
M,M ′=−S
[(X̂M,M
′
q + X̂
−M,−M ′
q )
+(X̂M,M
′
q+Q − X̂−M,−M
′
q+Q )]c
†
kM ′ck−qM (17)
with
J (1,2)q =
1
2
(Jq ∓ Jq+Q)
In the mean field approximation we have
〈Hf 〉 =
S∑
M=−S
(J
(2)
0 n
2
M + J
(1)
0 nMn−M ) (18)
with nM = 〈X̂MMi 〉. The usual AFM state turns out
to be unstable for simple lattices provided that only
the nearest-neighbor interaction is taken into account
(J
(2)
q ≡ 0). Indeed, in this case any state with∑
M>0
nM = 1,
∑
M<0
nM = 0
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has the same energy 〈Hf 〉 = 0. When introducing the
next-neighbor ferromagnetic interaction (J
(2)
0 < 0) the
AFM state with
nS = 1, nM<S = 0 (19)
is stabilized. This state will be referred to as AFM1.
The corresponding “spin-wave” spectrum contains N
branches. The mode, which corresponds to the transi-
tion S → −S, has the frequency ω(a)q = ωAFMq (S = 1/2).
Other N − 2 modes have a ferromagnetic type and pos-
sess the energy
ω(f)q = ω
FM
q (S = 1/2, Jq → J (2)q )
Provided that next-neighbor interaction is antiferro-
magnetic too (J
(2)
0 > 0, this case is referred to as AFM2),
minimization of (18) yields
nM<0 = 0, nM>0 = K ≡
{
2/N = 2/(2S + 1), N even
J0/(SJ0 + J
(2)
0 ), N odd
(20)
For odd N we have
n0 = J
(2)
0 /(SJ0 + J
(2)
0 ) ≃ J (2)0 /(SJ0)≪ K (21)
Then, according to (9), for N > 2 the sublattice magne-
tization turns out to be reduced in comparison with S
already in the mean-field approximation:
S =
1
2
×
{
S + 1/2, S half-integer
(S + 1)(1− n0), S integer (22)
Then there exist N2/4 (N even) or (N − 1)2/4 (N
odd) “antiferromagnetic” modes which correspond to the
transitions from M > 0 to M ′ < 0 and have the fre-
quency ω
(a)
q = ωAFMq (S = K). Besides that, for odd
N there exist peculiar modes with the frequencies ωΩq ,
which describe the transitions M → 0 and are deter-
mined by the equations
Ω±q (ω) ≡ (ω∓(K−2n0)Cq)(ω±n0Cq)+n0(K−2n0)D2q = 0
(23)
(the plus sign corresponds to M > 0 and the minus sign
to M < 0), so that to lowest order in n0
ωΩ±q1 ≃ ±KCq, ωΩ±q1 ≃ ∓n0 (C2q −D2q)/Cq (24)
Thus one of the solutions to (23) describes the mode
which is very soft for J
(2)
0 ≪ SJ0. Since the Kondo sin-
gular contributions (see below), which are cut at this
mode, are large, this may result in a tendency to the
destruction of magnetism.
Really, the considered ground states and excitation
spectra are strongly influenced by the crystal field20,30,31.
In particular, large gaps and degeneracy lift may occur in
the above-discussed “additional” modes. This question
needs a special consideration.
4. Renormalization in the paramagnetic phase
The Kondo-lattice problem in the paramagnetic state
describes the process of screening of localized magnetic
moments.
To find the renormalization of the effective s − f ex-
change parameter we consider the electron self-energy.
In the second order in I we have
Σ
(2)
k (E) = I
2P
∑
q
1
E − tk−q (25)
where
P =
{
[l]S(S + 1), model (2)
1− 1/N2, model (7) (26)
To construct a self-consistent theory of Kondo lattices
we have to calculate the third-order Kondo correction
to the self energy with account of spin dynamics. Such
calculations were performed in Refs.9 within the simplest
s − f model. In our case we obtain for the singular
contribution (which contains logarithmic divergence in
the absence of spin dynamics)
Σ
(3)
k (E) = −I3PN
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∑
q,p
Jq(ω) nk−q
E − tk−q − ω
(
1
E − tk−p −
1
tk−q − tk−p
)
(27)
where N = 2 in the model (2), Jq(ω) is the spectral
density of the spin Green’s function for the Hamiltonian
Hf , which is normalized to unity, the spin dynamics is
neglected in the denominator, which is not connected
with the Fermi function nk = n(tk). The Kondo renor-
malization of the s − f parameter I → Ief = I + δIef
is determined by “including” ImΣ
(3)
k (E) into ImΣ
(2)
k (E)
and is given by
δIef = −N
2
I2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∑
q
Jq(ω) nk−q
E − tk−q − ω (28)
(here and hereafter we have to put E = EF = 0, k = kF
in the expressions for Ief ). To concretize the form of
spin dynamics in the paramagnetic phase we use below
the spin diffusion approximation
Jq(ω) = 1
pi
Dq2
ω2 + (Dq2)2 (29)
(D is the spin diffusion constant) which is correct at
small q,ω and is reasonable in a general case. Then we
derive
δIef = −N
2
I2Re
∑
q
nk−q
E − tk−q − iDq2 (30)
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To calculate the correction to the effective magnetic
moment we treat the static magnetic susceptibility
χ = (Sz, Sz) ≡
∫ 1/T
0
dλ〈exp(λH)Sz exp(−λH)Sz〉
(31)
Expanding to second order in I we derive (cf. Ref.9)
χ = S
2
ef/3T, S
2
ef = S(S + 1)[1− L] (32)
L = 2RI2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∑
kq
Jq(ω) nk(1− nk−q)
(tk − tk−q − ω)2
where we have introduced the notation
R =
{
[l], model (2)
N/2, model (7)
(33)
The spin-fluctuation frequency in the paramagnetic
phase is determined from the second moment of the spin
Green’s function
ω2q = (
.
S
z
−q,
.
S
z
q)/(S
z
−q, S
z
q) (34)
To second order in I we derive (cf.10,13 )
(ω2q)0 =
4
3
S(S + 1)
∑
p
(Jq−p − Jp)2 (35)
δω2q/ω
2
q = (1 − αq)δ S
2
ef/ S
2
ef = −(1− αq)L (36)
where he have taken into account spin dynamics by anal-
ogy with (32). Passing into real space yields for the
quantity αq
αq =
∑
R
J2R
(
sin kFR
kFR
)2
[1−cosqR]/
∑
R
J2R[1−cosqR]
(37)
In the approximation of nearest neighbors at the distance
d, α does not depend on q:
αq = α = 〈eikR〉tk=EF =
(
sin kFd
kFd
)2
(38)
so that we may use a single renormalization parameter,
rather than the whole function of q.
5. Effective interaction in magnetically ordered
phases
Now we investigate the renormalization of the s−f inter-
action in FM and AFM phases. First we treat the model
(2). For a ferromagnet the electron spectrum possesses
the spin splitting, Ekσ = tk − σ[l]IS. The second-order
correction to Ief is determined by the corresponding elec-
tron self-energies:
δIef = −[ΣFMk↑ (E) − ΣFMk↓ (E)]/(2S[l]) (39)
with
ΣFMk↑ (E) = 2RI
2S
∑
q
nk−q
E − tk−q + ωFMq
,
ΣFMk↓ (E) = 2RI
2S
∑
q
1− nk−q
E − tk−q − ωFMq
(40)
For an antiferromagnet the electron spectrum contains
the AFM gap,
Ek =
1
2
(tk + tk+Q)± [ 1
4
(tk − tk+Q)2 + ([l]IS)2]1/2
(41)
The renormalization of I is obtained from the second-
order correction to the anomalous Green’s function
〈〈ckσ|c†k+Qσ〉〉E = −σ
[l]IS − ΣAFMk,k+Q(E)
(E − tk)(E − tk+Q)
so that
δIef = −ΣAFMk,k+Q(E)/(S[l]) (42)
The calculation of the off-diagonal self-energy gives
ΣAFMk,k+Q(E) = 2RI
2S
∑
q
nk−q(E − tk−q)
(E − tk−q)2 − (ωAFMq )2
(43)
To calculate the corrections to Ief in the Coqblin-
Schrieffer model we consider the Green’s function∑
M>0
(〈〈ckM |c†k+QM 〉〉E − 〈〈ck,−M |c†k+Q,−M 〉〉E)
(44)
which determines the “magnetization” (FM case,Q = 0)
or “staggered magnetization” (AFM case) of conduction
electrons.
For a ferromagnet the mean-field electron spectrum
reads EkM = tk − IδMS . Calculating the second-order
corrections we derive
δIef = −2[(N − 1)ΣFMk↑ (E)− ΣFMk↓ (E)]/N (45)
(remember that in the Coqblin-Schrieffer model the self-
energies should be substituted at S = 1/2).
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In the AFM1 state the mean-field electron spectrum
for M = S,−S is given by (41) with the replacement
tk → tk − I. For other M the spectrum is unrenor-
malized. The renormalization of I in such a situation
contains contributions of both FM and AFM types:
δIef = −2[(N−2)ΣFMk↑ (E,ωFMq → ω(f)q )+ΣAFMk,k+Q(E,ωAFMq → ω(a)q )]/N
(46)
In the case AFM2 the electron spectrum is given by (41)
with S → K/2, tk → tk − IK. Besides that, for odd N
there exists a branch of spectrum with M = 0, which is
weakly renormalized due to smallness of |J (2)0 |. Then we
obtain for even N
δIef = −2ΣAFMk,k+Q(E,ωAFMq → ω(a)q ) (47)
For odd N the contribution of the mode (23) occurs:
δIef = −2N − 1
N
ΣAFMk,k+Q(E,ω
AFM
q → ω(a)q )
−[(K − n0)ΣΩ+k,k+Q(E) + n0ΣΩ−k,k+Q(E)]/K (48)
where
ΣΩ±k,k+Q(E) = I
2
∑
q
nk−q(E − tk−q)
Ω±q (E − tk−q)
(49)
6. Renormalizations of ordered moment and magnon
frequency
To investigate the magnon spectrum of an antiferromag-
net in the model (2), we calculate the retarded Green’s
function of spin deviation operators in the local coordi-
nate system
Γq(ω) = 〈〈bq|b†q〉〉ω , Γ¯q(ω) = 〈〈b†−q|b†q〉〉ω (50)
Writing down the equation of motion we derive (cf. the
calculations for l = 032)
Γq(ω) =
ω + Cq−ω
(ω − Cqω)(ω + Cq−ω) +D2qω
(51)
Γ¯q(ω) =
Dqω
(ω − Cqω)(ω + Cq−ω) +D2qω
(52)
where
Cqω = S(J
tot
Q+q,ω + J
tot
qω − 2J totQ0) + [l]
∑
p
[CpΦ
AFM
pqω
−(Cp −Dp)ΦAFMp00 + φ+pqω + φ−pqω] (53)
+
∑
p
[(2JQ + 2Jq−p − 2Jp − JQ+q − Jq)〈b†pbp〉 − 2Jp〈b−pbp〉]
Dqω = Dq−ω = S(J
tot
qω − J totQ+q,ω) + [l]
∑
p
DpΦ
AFM
pqω
+
∑
p
[(JQ+q − Jq)〈b†pbp〉 − 2Jq−p〈b−pbp〉]
The s − f exchange contributions of the first order in
1/2S correspond to the RKKY approximation
J totqω = Jq + I
2[l]
∑
k
nk − nk−q
ω + tk − tk−q (54)
the second summand in (54) being the ω-dependent
RKKY indirect exchange interaction. The function Φ,
which determines the second-order corrections, is given
by
ΦAFMpqω = (φ
+
pqω − φ−pqω)/ωp, (55)
φ±pqω = I
2
∑
k
nk(1− nk+p−q) +N(±ωp)(nk − nk+p−q)
ω + tk − tk+p−q ∓ ωp (56)
where N(ω) is the Bose function (note that φ+pqω =
−φ−pq−ω), ωp is the magnon frequency to zeroth order
in I and 1/2S, given by (15), the terms in (53) which
contain the spin-deviation correlation functions describe
the magnon anharmonicity. The expression (51) is valid
also for a ferromagnet (Q = 0) provided that q is not too
small, cf.33; such an approximation is sufficient to treat
the Kondo divergences.
We have to take into account singular s− f contribu-
tions to the averages in (53). These are due to the zero-
point magnon damping and are obtained by using the
spectral representation for the Green’s functions (51),
(52) in the RKKY approximation9. Since ImJ totqω ∼ ω
(|ω| ≪ EF ) the corresponding integral over frequency
contains logarithmic Kondo-like divergences smeared by
spin dynamics (note that scattering processes correction
to the damping described by the function (55) do not
contribute the logarithmic terms). We derive
δ
{〈b†qbq〉
〈b−qbq〉
}
=
S
2
[l](ΦAFMq00 ± ΦAFMq+Q00) (57)
for an antiferromagnet and
δ〈b†qbq〉 = S[l]ΦFMq00 (58)
with
ΦFMpqω = I
2
∑
k
nk(1 − nk+p−q) +N(ωp)(nk − nk+p−q)
(ω + tk − tk+p−q − ωp)2
(59)
for a ferromagnet. The expressions (57), (58) determine
also the singular correction to the (sublattice) magneti-
zation
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δS¯/S = − 1
S
∑
q
δ〈b†qbq〉 = −[l]
∑
q
ΦFM,AFMq00 (60)
Collecting all the singular s−d contributions to the pole
of (51) and taking into account the relation
∑
p
Jp+kΦpqω ≃
∑
p
Jp+k−qΦp00 ∼ I2〈Jk−q〉tk=tk=0 ln
D
ω
(61)
which holds to logarithmic accuracy, we derive for the
singular correction
δ(ωAFMq )
2 ≡ 2ωqδωAFMq (62)
= −R
∑
p
[2ω2q + 4S
2(JQ+q + Jq − 2JQ)(Jp + JQ+p − JQ+q−p − Jq−p)]ΦAFMp00
with R = [l]. In the case of a ferromagnet (Q =0) the
term φ+pqω +φ
−
pqω (which is odd in ω) yields a contribu-
tion to the pole of (51) and we have
δωFMq (ω) = −2RS
∑
p
(2Jp − 2Jq−p + Jq − J0 + ω/2S)ΦFMp00 (63)
δωFMq = δω
FM
q (ωq) = −4RS
∑
p
(Jp + Jq − Jq−p − J0)ΦFMp00 (64)
This expression may be represented as
δωq/ωq = 2(1 − α˜q)δS/S (65)
with
α˜q =
∑
R
JR
∣∣〈eikR〉2tk=EF ∣∣2 [1−cosqR]/∑
R
JR[1−cosqR]
(66)
For an antiferromagnet in the nearest-neighbor ap-
proximation (JQ+q = −Jq) we obtain from (62)
δωq/ωq = δS/S (67)
Note that the results (65),(67) differ from those of Ref.13
since only corrections arising from the static correlation
functions were taken into account in that paper.
The calculations of the magnon spectrum in the
Coqblin-Schrieffer model for FM and AFM1 cases are
performed in a similar way by calculating the Green’s
functions
ΓMM
′
q (ω) = 〈〈X̂M
′M
q |X̂MM
′
−q 〉〉ω , Γ¯MM
′
q (ω) = 〈〈X̂−M
′,−M
q |X̂MM
′
−q 〉〉ω
(68)
for M ′ = S. The results differ from (51),(52) by the
replacement [l]→ 1 in (54) and [l]→ N/2 in (53).
According to (9), the magnetization of a ferromagnet
is determined by
S¯/S = 1−Nn−, n− =
∑
q
〈XMS−q XSMq 〉 (69)
where the average in the right-hand side does not depend
on M for M < S. Then we obtain
δS¯/S = −N
2
∑
q
ΦFMq00 , δωq =
N
2
δωFMq (70)
The sublattice magnetization in the AFM1 case is
given by
S¯/S = 1− (N − 2)n− − 2n−S (71)
with
n− =
∑
q
〈XˆMS−q XˆSMq 〉 (−S < M < S), (72)
n−S =
∑
q
〈Xˆ−SS−q XˆS,−Sq 〉
After cumbersome calculations we derive
δS¯/S = −N − 2
2
∑
q
ΦFMq00 (ω
FM
p → ω(f)p )−
∑
q
ΦAFMq00 (ω
AFM
p → ω(a)p )
(73)
δω(f)q =
N − 2
N
δωFMq (Jp → J (2)p ) + δ(ωAFMq )2/(NCq), (74)
δ(ω(a)q )
2 =
2
N
δ(ωAFMq )
2(ωAFMp → ω(a)p ) + 2
N − 2
N
Cqδω
FM
q (ω = ω
(a)
q , Jp → J (2)p )
with R = N/2 in (63), (62).
In the AFM2 case we have to put in (68)M < 0, M ′ >
0. Then we have
S¯ = (S¯)0 −
{
(S + 1/2)2n−, N even
S(S + 1)n− + (S + 1)δn0, N odd
(75)
where (S¯)0 is given by (22), the average
n− =
∑
q
〈XˆM,M ′−q XˆM
′,M
q 〉
does not depend on M,M ′ for M ′ > 0, M < 0, and δn0
is the fluctuation correction to n0. Restricting ourselves
for simplicity to the case of even N, which corresponds
to a realistic situation for f -ions, we obtain
δS¯/S = −
∑
q
ΦAFMq00 (ω
AFM
p → ω(a)p ) (76)
δω(a)q =
2
N
δωAFMq (ω
AFM
p → ω(a)p ) (77)
Thus the corrections to the sublattice magnetization and
magnon frequency do not contain the factor of N in this
case.
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7. Scaling equations
Using the results of previous sections we can write down
the system of scaling equations in the case of the Kondo
lattice for various magnetic phases. We use the “poor
man scaling” approach34. In this method one considers
the dependence of effective (renormalized) model param-
eters on the cutoff parameter C which occurs at picking
out the Kondo singular terms. To find the equation for
Ief we calculate in the sums in (28), (40), (43) the con-
tribution of intermediate electron states near the Fermi
level with C < tk+q < C + δC. Then we obtain for the
model (2), and for the PM, FM and AFM2 phases in the
Coqblin-Schrieffer model
δIef (C) = NρI
2η(− ω
C
)δC/C (78)
where ω is a characteristic spin fluctuation energy, N = 2
for the s−f model, η(x) is the scaling function which sat-
isfies the condition η(0) = 1 (this guarantees the correct
one-impurity limit, cf. Ref.34). For the paramagnetic
phase we obtain
ηPM (
ω
C
) = Re
∫ ∞
−∞
dω〈Jk−k′(ω)〉tk=tk′=EF
1
1− (ω + i0)/C
(79)
For FM and AFM phases we have
ηFM (
ω
C
) ≡ 1
N
[(N − 1)η↑(ω
C
) + η↓(
ω
C
)] (80)
ηFM↑,↓ (−
ω
C
) = 〈(1 ∓ ωk−k′/C)−1〉tk=tk′=EF
ηAFM (− ω
C
) = 〈(1 − ω2k−k′/C2)−1〉tk=tk′=EF (81)
Using the spin diffusion approximation (29) in (79) and
the approximations ωFMq ∼ q2, ωAFMq ∼ q (which are
justified, e.g., at small kF ), we get
ηPM (x) = x−1 arctanx (82)
ηFM↑,↓ (x) = ±x−1 ln |1± x|
ηAFM (x) =
{ −x−2 ln |1− x2|, d = 3
(1− x2)−1/2θ(1 − x2), d = 2
where ω = 4Dk2F for a paramagnet, ω = ω2kF for FM
and AFM cases, θ(x) is the step function. One can see
that the scaling functions for the ordered phases contain
singularities at x = 1. Presence of this singularity is a
general property which does not depend on the spectrum
model. The functions ηFM↓ (x) and η
AFM (x) (d = 3)
change their sign at x = 2 and x =
√
2 respectively.
For d = 2 the function ηAFM (x) vanishes discontinuosly
at x > 1, but a smooth contribution occurs for more
realistic models of magnon spectrum.
The singularities are retained if we introduce the gap
in the spin-wave spectrum. For a ferromagnet ωq is re-
placed by ω0+ωq. Then we have, besides the singularity
at x→ 1, the second singularity at x > 1:
η˜FM↑,↓ (x) = ±
ω0 + ωex
2xωex
ln
∣∣∣∣ 1± x1± ω0x/(ω0 + ωex)
∣∣∣∣
(83)
where ωex = maxωq. In the AFM case ω
2
q is replaced by
ω20 + ω
2
q and we derive
η˜AFM (x) =
ω20 + ω
2
ex
ω20(1− x2) + ω2ex
ηAFM
(
xωex
[ω20(1− x2) + ω2ex]1/2
)
(84)
We shall see that the latter singularity may influ-
ence considerably the behavior of the effective coupling
constant. In the limit of strong magnetic anisotropy
ω0/ωex →∞ the singularity at x→ 1 is very strong:
η0(x) = (1 − x2)−1 (85)
When considering characteristics of localized-spin sub-
system, the lowest-order Kondo corrections originate
from double integrals over both electron and hole states
(see (32), (59), (55)). Then we have to introduce two
cutoff parameters Ce and Ch with Ce + Ch = C (C is
the cutoff parameter for the electron-hole excitations).
In the FM case for the Coqblin-Schrieffer model we have
δCh = −(N − 1)δCe due to the requirement of the
number-of-particle conservation in electron-hole transi-
tions (there exists N − 1 “channels” for electrons and
one “channel” for holes). For PM and AFM2 cases in
the Coqblin-Schrieffer model, as well as for all the cases
in the s − f model, the electron-hole symmetry is not
violated and we have δCe = −δCh.
Taking into account (32), (70), (76) we obtain
δSef (C)/S = V ρδIef (C) = V Nρ
2I2η(− ω
C
)δC/C
(86)
where V = [l] for the s − f model, V = 1 for PM and
FM phases in the Coqblin-Schrieffer model and V = 2/N
for the AFM2 phase. The renormalizations of spin-wave
frequencies are obtained in a similar way from (36), (63),
(62), (70), (77), and are given by
δωef (C)/ω = aδSef (C)/S = aV Nρ
2I2η(−ω
C
)δC/C
(87)
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where, in the nearest-neighbor approximation,
a =


1− α PM
2(1− α) FM
1 AFM
(88)
Introducing the dimensionless coupling constants
gef (C) = −NρIef (C), g = −NρI
and replacing in the right-hand parts of (78), (87), (86)
g → gef (C), ω → ωef (C) we obtain the system of scaling
equation
∂gef (C)/∂C = −Λ (89)
∂ lnωef (C)/∂C = aV Λ/N (90)
∂ lnSef (C)/∂C = V Λ/N (91)
with
Λ = Λ(C, ωef (C)) = [g
2
ef (C)/C]η(−ωef (C)/C)
(92)
As regards the AFM1 state in the Coqblin-Schrieffer
model, its treatment in a general case is a difficult and
cumbersome problem. However, one can see from (74)
that in the leading approximation in 1/N the scaling
equations coincide with those for the FM state with the
replacement Jp → J (2)p .
8. Improved version of scaling equations: an account
of dissipative contributions to spin dynamics in or-
dered phases
The transition from the dissipative spin dynamics, which
is characteristic for the PM phase, to the dynamics
with well-defined spin-wave excitations (ordered FM and
AFM phases) results in occurrence of singularities in the
scaling function η(x) at x → 1 and in a decrease of
the gc value. One may suppose that in the situation
of strongly suppressed saturation moment (g is close to
gc) the character of spin dynamics in the ordered phases
should change drastically. By the analogy with weak
itinerant magnets35 one may expect that for S ≪ S a
considerable part of the localized-spin spectral density
comes from the branch cut of the spin Green’s function
rather than from the magnon pole.
In this section we shall demonstrate that this indeed
takes place provided that our approach is slightly mod-
ified. To this end we shall analyze the structure of the
spin Green’s function with account of the singular Kondo
corrections in more detail.
First we consider the case of a ferromagnet. We obtain
near the magnon pole
〈〈S+q |S−−q〉〉ω =
2SZq
ω − ωefq
+ 〈〈S+q |S−−q〉〉incohω (93)
where the residue at the pole is determined by (63):
1/Zq − 1 = −
(
∂ωq(ω)
∂ω
)
ω=ωq
≃ −[l]
∑
p
ΦFMp00 (94)
Besides that, there exists the singular contribution which
comes from the incoherent (non-pole) part of the spin
spectral density. To calculate the renormalization of g
we use, instead of (40), the representation of the electron
self-energy in terms of the spectral density
ΣFMk↑ (E) = −
1
pi
RI2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∑
q
nk−q
E − tk−q + ω Im〈〈S
+
q |S−−q〉〉ω
ΣFMk↓ (E) = −
1
pi
RI2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∑
q
1− nk−q
E − tk−q − ω Im〈〈S
+
q |S−−q〉〉ω (95)
Thus the magnon pole contribution to gef is multiplied
by Z, and the incoherent contribution by 1 − Z. The
renormalizations of ωef and Z are obtained in a similar
way. We derive in the nearest-neighbor approximation
∂gef (C)/∂C = −Λ (96)
∂ lnωef (C)/∂C = aV Λ/N (97)
∂(1/Z)/∂C = ∂ lnSef (C)/∂C = V Λ/N (98)
where a = 2(1− α), N = 2
Λ = [g2ef (C)/C][Zηcoh(−ωef (C)/C)+(1−Z)ηincoh(−ωef (C)/C)]
(99)
ηcoh = η
FM , and the function ηincoh is, generally speak-
ing, unknown. For further estimations we may put
ηincoh = η
PM .
Although the account of the incoherent part does
not modify strongly numerical results (see Sect.10), the
physical picture of magnetism changes drastically. Ac-
cording to (98) we have
1
Z(ξ)
= 1 + ln
S
S(ξ)
(100)
Consequently, the increase of magnetic moment owing to
the Kondo screening leads to a considerable suppression
of magnon contributions to the spectral density. Unlike
the case of weak itinerant magnets, this suppression is
logarithmic.
In the case of an antiferromagnet the calculations are
performed by taking into account the expressions (51),
(52). In the nearest-neighbor approximation (JQ+q =
−Jq) we obtain
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〈〈S+q +S−q |S+−q+S−−q〉〉cohω ≃
8S2(J0 − Jq)
ω2 − (ωefq )2
(1−[l]
∑
p
ΦAFMp00 )
(101)
(the quantity (101) just determines the Kondo renormal-
ization of electron spectrum, cf. Ref.13).Then the results
for AFM differ from those for FM by the replacement
a→ 1 in the scaling equations (96)-(98) only.
9. The scaling behavior in the large-N Coqblin-
Schrieffer model
It is instructive to consider the limit N → ∞. (To
avoid misunderstanding, it should be noted that this
limit with inclusion of spin dynamics in the zeroth ap-
proximation differs somewhat from the considerations of
Refs.29,28).Then the renormalizations of spin dynamics
and Sef are absent, and the transition into the non-
magnetic Kondo-lattice state cannot be described. How-
ever, peculiarities of the dependence gef (C) for various
types of magnetic ordering are described qualitatively,
explicit analytical expressions being obtained. We have
1/gef(C)− 1/g = G(C) = −
∫ C
−D
dC′
C′
η(− ω
C′
)
(102)
where D is the cutoff energy defined by gef (−D) = g.
Performing integration we obtain
GPM (C) =
1
2
ln((C2 + ω2)/D2) +
C
ω
arctan(
ω
C
)− 1 (103)
GFM (C) = ln |C/D| − (C/ω − 1) ln |1− ω/C|+ 1 (104)
GAFM (C) = ln |C/D| − 1
2
[(C2/ω2 − 1) ln |1− ω2/C2| − 1], d = 3 (105)
GAFM (C) = θ(|C| − ω) ln(1
2
(|C| +
√
C2 − ω2)/D) + θ(ω − |C|) ln(ω/2D), d = 2 (106)
G0(C) =
1
2
ln |(C2 − ω2)/D2| (107)
The dependences 1/gef(ξ = ln |D/C|) are shown in
Fig.1. The effective coupling constant gef (C) begins to
deviate strongly from its one-impurity behavior
1/gef(C) = 1/g − ln |D/C| (108)
at |C| ∼ ω. One can see that at small ω ≪ |C| spin
dynamics results in a decrease of gef (C) for PM and
FM cases, and in an increase for AFM case and for the
case of strong anisotropy. For the dispersionless spin
dynamics mode the singularity at |C| = ω in (102) is
non-integrable, and consequently gef (C) diverges at this
point for arbitrary small g. However, an account of a
small dispersion or damping (the latter occurs in next
orders in g, cf.36) results in eliminating this divergence.
Thus this case needs a more consistent consideration
with account of higher-order corrections, which will be
performed elsewhere.
It should be noted that the equation (102) can be used
even for small N provided that g is considerably smaller
than the critical value gc (see the next Section). Besides
that, the equation (102) works in PM and FM phases
provided that kF is small, so that, according to (38),
α→ 1. However, in the case of the ferromagnet we have
instead of (104)
GFM (C) = ln |C/D| − N − 1
N
(C/ω − 1) ln |1− ω/C| (109)
+
1
N
(C/ω + 1) ln |1 + ω/C|+ 1
In the 3D AFM case 1/gef(C) has a minimum with
decreasing |C|. For a 2D AFM, 1/gef has a square-root
singularity at |C| < ω and is constant at |C| > ω. As
we shall see in the next Section, these features retain at
finite N . The minimum occurs also in the 2D AFM
case provided that we introduce even small magnetic
anisotropy. In the 3D case, the anisotropy results in that
the minimum becomes deeper. For an anisotropic ferro-
magnet, the minimum is absent at N → ∞ since only
the contribution of η↑ survives. However, it is present for
finite N due to contribution of η↓. The picture for N = 2
and g well below gc (when the equation (102) works qual-
itatively) is shown in Fig.2. Note that, contrary to the
case N →∞, for FM with N = 2 spin dynamics results
in a decrease of gef (C) at not too small C.
The boundary of the strong coupling region (the renor-
malized Kondo temperature) is determined by G(C =
−T ∗K) = −1/g. Of course, T ∗K means here only some
characteristic energy scale extrapolated from high tem-
peratures, and the detailed description of the ground
state requires a more detailed consideration. In the PM
and FM phases spin dynamics suppresses T ∗K . On the
other hand, in the AFM case spin dynamics at not large
ω results in and increase of T ∗K .
Provided that the strong coupling regime does not oc-
cur, i.e. g is smaller than the critical value gc, gef (C →
0) tends to a finite value g∗. To leading order in ln(D/ω)
we have
1/gc = λ ≡ ln(D/ω) (110)
However, an account of next-order terms results in an
appreciable dependence on the type of magnetic ordering
and space dimensionality. For PM, FM and 2D AFM
phases the critical value gc is given by 1/gc = −G(0).
Then we obtain
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1/g∗ = 1/g − 1/gc (111)
with
1/gc = λ +
{
1 PM, FM
ln 2 2D AFM
(112)
At the same time, in the 3D AFM case (and also in the
anisotropic 2D case) gc is determined by the minimum of
the function G(C). Thus g∗ remains finite at g → gc−0:
1/g∗ = 1/g − 1/gc + 1/g∗c (113)
where
1/gc = λ+ (1 + ln 2)/2, (114)
1/g∗c = ∆ = (ln 2)/2 ≃ 0.35
∆ being the depth of the minimum.
For C → 0 we have
G(C) −G(0) ≃


pi|C|/2ω PM
|C/ω| ln |ω/C| FM
−(C/ω)2 ln |ω/C| 3D AFM
(115)
(however, GFM (C)−GFM (0) ≃ (C/ω)2 for the function
(109) at N = 2). As follows from (115), for g → gc + 0
we have in PM and FM cases to logarithmic accuracy
T ∗K ≃ ω
g − gc
g2c
×
{
2/pi, PM
ln[(g − gc)/gc], FM (116)
On the other hand, in the AFM phases T ∗K is finite at
g → gc + 0:
T ∗cK = ω ×
{
1, 2D AFM
1/
√
2, 3D AFM
(117)
10. Scaling behavior for finite N
Some results of the large-N limit hold in the finite-N
case too, but there occur a number of new important
features. To consider the general case we write down
the first integral of the system (89), (90)
gef (C) + (N/V a) lnωef (C) = const (118)
which results in
ωef (C) = ω exp(−(aV/N)[gef (C)− g]) (119)
As follows from (90), (91)
Sef (C)
S
=
(
ωef (C)
ω
)1/a
(120)
Substituting (119) into (89) we obtain
∂(1/gef)/∂ξ = −Ψ(λ+ (aV/N)[gef − g]− ξ) (121)
where
Ψ(ξ) = η(e−ξ), ξ = ln |D/C|, λ = ln(D/ω)≫ 1
Presence of gef in the argument of the function Ψ in
(121) leads to drastic changes in the scaling behavior in
comparison with the large-N limit. We describe below
the renormalization process in various cases.
If g is sufficiently large, the increase of gef will lead
to that the argument of Ψ will never be small, so that
the scaling behavior will be essentially the one-impurity
one. At smaller g the function 1/gef(ξ) begins to devi-
ate strongly from the one-impurity behavior 1/gef(ξ) =
1/g − ξ starting from ξ ≃ ξ1 where ξ1 is the minimal
solution to the equation
λ+ (aV/N)[gef (ξ) − g] = ξ (122)
If the argument remains negative with further increasing
ξ, 1/gef(ξ) will decrease tending to the finite value g
∗,
the derivative ∂(1/gef)/∂ξ being exponentially small, so
that the situation is close to the large-N case (Fig.1).
However, (aV/N)gef (ξ) can increase more rapidly than
ξ, so that the second solution to (122), ξ2, will occur, and
the argument of the function Ψ becomes positive again.
Then gef (ξ) will diverge at some point ξ
∗ = ln |D/T ∗K |.
The divergence is described, unlike the large-N limit, by
the law
gef (ξ) ≃ 1/(ξ∗ − ξ) (123)
since η(x ≪ 1) = 1. The behavior (123) takes place
starting from ξ ≃ ξ2.
The dependences gef (ξ) in the PM case at small |g−gc|
are shown in Fig.3. The behavior gef (ξ) between ξ1 and
ξ2 is nearly linear, but is somewhat smeared since Ψ(ξ)
differs considerably from the asymptotic values 0 and 1
in a rather large interval of ξ.
The case of magnetically ordered phases has a number
of peculiarities. Here the singularity of the function Ψ(ξ)
at ξ = 0 turns out to play the crucial role. In particular,
one can prove that gef diverges at some ξ at arbitrar-
ily small g (i.e. gc = 0) unless the singularity cutoff is
introduced. Indeed, when approaching the singularity
point with increasing ξ, the derivative ∂gef/∂ξ rapidly
increases, and the argument of the function Ψ in (121)
inevitably starts to increase at some point ξ1. Thus the
singularity point cannot be crossed, and the argument of
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the function Ψ is always positive. Since Ψ(ξ′ > 0) > 1,
we have ∂(1/gef )/∂ξ < −1 at arbitrary ξ. Therefore the
effective coupling constant diverges at ξ = ξ∗ < 1/g.
To make the value of gc finite one has to cut the sin-
gularity of the scaling functions. This may be performed
by introducing small imaginary parts, i.e. replacing in
(82)
ln |1− x| → 1
2
ln[(1− x)2 + δ2], (124)
(1− x)−1/2θ(1 − x)→ Re(1− x+ iδ)−1/2
= {[(1− x)2 + δ2]1/2 + 1− x]/2}1/2/[(1− x)2 + δ2]1/2
Then Ψ becomes bounded from above:
Ψmax = ηmax ≃ η(1) ≃


1
2 ln δ FM
ln δ 3D AFM
1
2δ
−1/2 2D AFM
(125)
Other way to cut the divergence in the 2D AFM case is
to retain strictly the proportionality to the step function
(1− x)−1/2θ(1 − x)→ Re(1− x+ iδ)−1/2θ(1− x)
(126)
so that Ψ(ξ) cannot take small values.
The value of δ should be determined by the magnon
damping at q = |k− k′| ≃ 2kF (see (80), (81)). This
damping is due to both exchange and relativistic inter-
actions. The damping owing to exchange scattering by
conduction electrons should be formally neglected within
the one-loop approximation, since this contains a more
high power of I. The magnon-magnon interaction in the
Heisenberg model gives the damping at non-zero tem-
peratures only. However, the relativistic (e.g., dipole)
interactions give a damping at T = 0 due to zero-point
oscillations. Hereafter we put in numerical calculations
δ = 1/100.
The behavior of the solutions to (121) in magnetic
phases for g well below gc is similar to that in the
large-N limit (see Fig.2). In particular, the function
1/gef(ξ) has a minimum in the 3D AFM case with
the same depth, and a similar situation occurs in the
presence of anisotropy. The presence of the minimum
may result in non-monotonic temperature dependences
of physical quantities which are sensitive to the Kondo
screening, e.g., of the effective magnetic moment. These
dependences are obtained qualitatively by the replace-
ment |C| → T in (119),(120). Of course, the standard
monotonic spin-wave corrections should be added to the
Kondo contributions.
It is important that, except for a very narrow region
near gc, at approaching gc the value of g
∗ becomes prac-
tically constant, g∗ ≃ g(ξ1) = g1. This value is estimated
as
(aV/N)(∂gef/∂ξ)max = (aV/N)g
2
1Ψmax = 1 (127)
On the other hand, we may estimate from the linear
asymptotics 1/gef(ξ) ≃ 1/g − ξ (which holds up to ξ ≃
ξ1 ≃ λ+ (aV/N)g1)
1/g1 ≃ 1/g − ξ1 (128)
Comparing (128) and (127) we derive the rough estima-
tion
1/gc = λ+ (aV/N)g1 + 1/g1 (129)
= λ+ (NΨmax/aV )
−1/2 + (aVΨmax/N)
1/2
The value of 1/g2 can be also estimated from the linear
asymptotics (123):
1/g2 ≃ ξ∗ − ξ2 (130)
Owing to the singularity, ξ2 is close to ξ1 except for very
small |g− gc|. In the latter case the behavior g(ξ1 < ξ <
ξ2) is practically linear,
(aV/N)gef (ξ1 < ξ < ξ2) ≃ ξ − λ (131)
(this behavior is discussed in detail in the next sections).
This is explained by that the argument of the function
Ψ in (121) should be nearly zero. The behavior at ξ > ξ2
is described by (123). We may estimate from (130)
ξ∗ ≃ 1/g + 1/g2 − 1/g1 (132)
For the cutoff (126) with η(x > 1) = 0 in the 2D AFM
case (and in similar situations) ξ∗ tends to a finite limit
ξ∗c at g → gc + 0. Indeed, as follows from the form of
the scaling function (82), one has up to the divergence
point Ψ(ξ) > 1, so that ξ∗ < 1/g < 1/gc. In such a
situation g∗ turns out to be also finite at g → gc − 0,
and the character of approaching gc is quite different
from that in the large-N limit. With increasing g, the
position of the 1/gef(ξ) singularity point is shifted to
right due to rapid increase of gef in the argument of the
function Ψ in (121). The shift should stop at ξ1 < ξ
∗
c .
This takes place just at g → gc−0. Thus 1/gef(ξ) should
vanish discontinuously at g = gc. The “maximum” value
of gef (ξ), g
max
ef = g
∗
c , is estimated from
λ+ (aV/N)(gmaxef − gc)− ξ1 = 0 (133)
Since for g > gc the decrease 1/gef(ξ) at ξ > ξ1 is prac-
tically linear (see (123)), we may estimate
ξ∗c − ξ1 ≃ 1/gmaxef (134)
If we accept the cutoff (124), a small increase of ξ∗ and
1/g∗ will take place in an extremely narrow region near
gc. This increase cannot be practically observed.
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In the 3D AFM case the statement about the finiteness
of ξ∗c does not, strictly speaking, hold since there exists
a small region where Ψ(ξ) is positive and takes arbitrar-
ily small positive values, so that the decrease of 1/gef(ξ)
can be slow. However, the behavior ξ∗(g) is in fact de-
termined by the logarithmic singularity of the function
Ψ(ξ) except for a very narrow region near gc. The nu-
merical calculations yield the estimation g − gc ∼ 10−4
for the region where ξ∗ starts to increase. Thus, from
the practical point of view, we may put ξ∗c to be finite.
The corresponding value of gmaxc = g1 is determined by
(133) and g∗1 is smaller than g
max
ef .
At very small g − gc ∼ 10−4 the value of g∗ starts to
increase. However, due to the minimum of the function
1/gef(ξ), g
∗
c = 1/∆ remains finite at g → gc, as well as
in the limit N → ∞. A similar situation takes place for
anisotropic ferromagnets.
In the case of an isotropic ferromagnet the influence
of the singularity is somewhat weaker since Ψ(ξ) does
not change its sign and takes small positive values up
to infinity, so that ξ∗ starts to increase appreciably at
g − gc ∼ 10−3.
The dependences gef (ξ) in magnetic phases according
to (121) at g → gc ± 0 are shown in Figs.4-6.
Now we consider the results of the approach of Sect.8,
which takes into account the incoherent part of the spin
spectral density. The integral of motion of the system
of equations (96), (97) has the same form (118), and we
obtain
1
Z(ξ)
= 1 +
1
a
ln
ω
ωef (ξ)
= 1 +
V
N
[gef (ξ)− g] (135)
The corresponding equation for gef reads
∂(1/gef)
∂ξ
= −Ψincoh(λ+ (aV/N)[gef − g]− ξ) (136)
−[Ψcoh(λ+ (aV/N)[gef − g]− ξ)
−Ψincoh(λ+ (aV/N)[gef − g]− ξ)]/[1 + V
N
(gef − g)]
The role of the incoherent contribution becomes impor-
tant only provided that Z deviates appreciably from
unity, i.e. gef − g is large. This takes place in a rather
narrow region of |g − gc|. The estimation for g1 in the
case of small δ reads now
aV g21/N
1 + V g1/N
Ψmaxcoh = 1 (137)
so that, as follows from (129), gc increases. The de-
pendences gef (ξ) at small |g − gc| according to (136)
are shown in Fig.7. One can see that a crossover from
the well-linear “magnetic” behavior to a PM-like “quasi-
linear” behavior occurs with increasing ξ. The point of
the crossover is estimated from ZΨmaxcoh ≃ 1, i.e.
(V/N)(ξ − λ) ≃ Ψmaxcoh (138)
As demonstrate numerical calculations, the account of
incoherent contribution results in a smearing of the non-
monotonous behavior of gef (ξ) in the 3D AFM and
anisotropic cases, and in some region of |g−gc| the mini-
mum of 1/gef(ξ) vanishes completely. Therefore g
∗ → 0
at g → gc, unlike the situation for the equation (121).
The influence of the incoherent contribution on ξ∗
and g∗ is considerably suppressed by the singularity of
the function Ψcoh(ξ). The region where this contribution
starts to play a role is determined by the quantity δ. In
particular, for the 2D AFM case its influence on ξ∗ is
practically absent since the divergence of gef (ξ) occurs
due to the singularity of Ψcoh(ξ). Note that since g
∗ is
finite at g → gc, the coherent contribution survives up
to gc.
The comparison of the results of various approxima-
tions is presented in the Table 1. One can see from this
Table that for N = 2 the relation of the gc values in the
ordered phases an in the PM case is reversed in com-
parison with the limit N → ∞. This fact is due to the
influence of the scaling function singularities. It should
be noted that at larger δ ∼ 1/5 the value of gc in the
ordered phases exceeds gPMc , as well as in the large-N
case. In the case (b) the value of gc is intermediate be-
tween g
(a)
c and gPMc and closer to g
(a)
c . With increasing
α or N the difference between g
(b)
c and g
(a)
c becomes still
smaller.
Table 1. The critical values gc and ξ
∗
c for different
magnetic phases in the cases N = ∞ (see (112), (114),
(117)) and N = 2 in the approximation of Sect.7 (a) and
with account of the incoherent contribution (b). The
parameter values are λ = 5, α = 1/2, δ = 1/100. For
N = 2, the “critical value” of ξ∗c is estimated from the
plateau in the dependence ξ∗(g) (see the discussion in
the text).
PM FM 3D AFM 2D AFM
N →∞ gc 0.167 0.167 0.171 0.176
ξ∗c – – 5.35 5
N = 2 (a) gc 0.154 0.139 0.132 0.127
ξ∗c – 6.13 6.07 6.07
N = 2 (b) gc 0.154 0.141 0.136 0.131
ξ∗c – 6.23 6.17 6.16
The dependences 1/g∗(g) and ξ∗(g) according to (136)
are shown in Figs.8-11 (of course, these Figures do not
show the above-discussed increase of 1/g∗ and ξ∗ in the
AFM case, which takes place at very small |g−gc|). The
experimentally observable quantities can be obtained
from these data by using the formulas
S∗ = Sef (C = 0) = S exp(−(V/N)[g∗ − g]) (139)
ω∗ = ωef (C = 0) = ω exp(−(aV/N)[g∗ − g])
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(g < gc). For g > gc we have
T ∗K = D exp(−ξ∗) (140)
One can see from Figs.8-11 that, provided that g is far
from gc, we have the one-impurity behavior ξ
∗(g) ≃ 1/g,
and the dependence 1/g∗(g) is given by (111), (113), as
well as in the large-N limit.
11. Critical behavior on the boundary of the strong-
coupling regime: breakdown of the Fermi-liquid pic-
ture
To investigate the “critical” behavior of ξ∗ at g → gc we
consider the function 1/gef(g, C) at small |g − gc|, |C|.
First we consider the results of the solution of the equa-
tion (121). With approaching gc, the ξ-region, where the
behavior (123) takes place, becomes very narrow and not
too important for determining ξ∗. Unlike the exponen-
tial (in ξ) behavior in the large-N limit, we have from
(131),
gef (g = gc, ξ →∞) ≃ −(N/V a)ξ (141)
However, the dependence ξ∗(g) turns out to be qualita-
tively the same as for N →∞ (see (116)),
ξ∗ ≃ γ ln(g − gc) (142)
Numerical calculations yield γ = 1/2 for FM at N = 2,
and γ = 1 for FM with N > 2 and PM. These values
are the same as for a → 0 (or according to the large-N
equation (102), provided that we take for FM the func-
tion (109)). Thus one may put forward the hypothesis
that the critical exponents are universal, i.e. depend on
the type of magnetic ordering only, but not on N, V and
α. In the AFM phases numerical calculations yield the
dependences (142) with γ ≃ 0.1 (d = 3) and γ ≃ 10−3
(d = 2).
At the same time, the behavior of g∗ at g → gc − 0
changes in comparison with the large-N limit. It turns
out that for finite N one may establish a scaling relation
of relevant variables at g > gc and g < gc, as well as in
the standard theory of critical phenomena. To find this
relation, we consider our problem in the region |g−gc| >
ε where ε → 0 determines a scale of approaching to
the critical point. When crossing the cut region, the
argument of the function Ψ should not shift considerably
(Figs. 3-6). Indeed, this argument must be close to zero;
in the ordered phases it is fixed by the singularity point,
and for PM a considerable “smearing” takes place. Then
we may estimate
λ+ (aV/N)[g∗ − g] ≃ ξ∗ (143)
so that
g∗ ≃ γ(N/V a) ln(gc − g) (144)
As demonstrate numerical calculations (Fig.8), for the
PM phase the increase of 1/g∗ at g not too close to gc is
almost linear in g, as well as in the largeN -limit, and the
behavior (144) takes place only starting from g∗ ∼ 10
which is, strictly speaking, beyond the applicability of
one-loop scaling. At the same time, for the FM case
the logarithmic dependence takes place in a considerable
interval of 1/g∗. As discussed in previous Section, for 2D
AFM the increase of g∗ and ξ∗ at g → gc can be hardly
observed.
Of course, for 3D AFM g∗c = 1/∆ is in fact finite, and
the behavior (144) takes place at not too large g∗. More
exactly, we can write down
1/g∗ ≃ 1/[γ(N/V a) ln(gc − g)] + ∆ (145)
However, practically the “saturation” region is extremely
narrow and cannot be achieved because of the smallness
of γ.
When taking into account the incoherent contribution,
a crossover to a PM-like regime takes place at g → gc in
the dependences g∗(g) and ξ∗(g), so that at very small
|g − gc| we have the behavior (142), (144) with γ = 1.
Basing on the results (142), (144), it is natural to as-
sume that at g → gc, C → −0 one has the one-loop
scaling behavior
gef (g, C) = −(Nγ/aV ) ln(|C/ω|1/γ +B(gc − g)/g)
(146)
(B > 0 is a constant, the argument of the logarithm
should be positive). Then, according to (119),(120)
ωef (g, C)/ω ∼ (|C/ω|1/γ +B(gc − g)/g)γ (147)
Sef (g, C)/S ∼ (|C/ω|1/γ +B(gc − g)/g)γ/a (148)
In particular, we have at g → gc the power-law depen-
dences
T ∗K , ω
∗ ∼ [±(g − gc)]γ , (149)
S∗ ∼ (gc − g)γ/a (150)
Thus the “critical exponents” for the characteristic en-
ergy scales, namely, T ∗K at g > gc and ω
∗ at g < gc
coincide. Using (148) we obtain at g = gc, C → 0
Sef (C)
S
=
(
ωef (C)
ω
)1/a
∼ |C|γ/a (151)
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One of the most interesting consequences of our pic-
ture is a possibility of a non-Fermi-liquid behavior on
the boundary of the strong coupling region. Indeed, dur-
ing the renormalization process at C → 0 the effective
spin-fluctuation frequency tends to zero, and the corre-
sponding spectral density is concentrated near ω = 0.
In this sense, the situation is close to that in the one-
impurity two-channel Kondo problem where a collective
mode with zero frequency occurs, which leads to a break-
down of the Fermi-liquid picture due to electron scatter-
ing by this “ultrasoft” mode18. Unfortunately, our per-
turbation approach does not permit to determine explic-
itly the temperature dependences of observables since
the coupling constant is not small in this regime. How-
ever, the calculations may be performed within the large-
[l] s− f model (see the next Section).
Of course, vanishing of ωef (C) at |C| = T ∗K and of
T ∗K and ω
∗ at g = gc is the result of the one-loop scal-
ing, i.e. of using the lowest-order perturbation theory
at derivation of the renormalization group equations.
In fact, one may expect that in the strong-coupling re-
gion ωef (C) ∼ TK10,11. One may assume that the cor-
rect scaling behavior, which may be continued into the
strong-coupling region, differs from the one-loop behav-
ior by the replacement
B(g − gc)/g → (T ∗K/ω)1/γ (152)
A scaling law, which is more general than (147), could
be expected to have the form
ωef (C)/ω = (T
∗
K/ω)φ(C/T
∗
K) (153)
Then one has
Sef (C)/S = ψ(ωef (C)/ω) (154)
A detailed investigation of magnetic properties (in par-
ticular, of the formation of small moments, which are
characteristic for heavy-fermion systems) reduces to de-
termining an explicit form of the functions φ and ψ.
This problem cannot be solved within perturbative ap-
proaches.
12. The non-Fermi-liquid behavior in the degenerate
s− f model
As we have seen in Sect.9, in the large-N limit the renor-
malization of magnetic characteristics is weak in compar-
ison with that of electron spectrum. An opposite situ-
ation occurs in the case of large [l] where the number
of electron branches is much larger than that of spin-
wave modes, so that the renormalization of spin dynam-
ics plays the crucial role.
It is instructive to consider the large-l limit in the s−f
model (N = 2) with
[l]→∞, g → 0, [l]g2/2 = g˜2 = const
Then the effective s − f interaction is unrenormalized,
g˜ef = g˜ = const, and the scaling equation takes the form
∂χ
∂ξ
= ag˜2Ψ(λ + χ− ξ) (155)
where
χ(ξ) = ln
ω
ωef (ξ)
When taking into account the incoherent contribution
we obtain instead of (155)
∂χ
∂ξ
= ag˜2[ZΨcoh(λ + χ− ξ) + (1− Z)Ψincoh(λ+ χ− ξ)] (156)
Z = 1/(1 + χ/a)
By introducing the function
ν = λ + χ− ξ = ln |C|
ωef
(157)
the equation (155) can be readily integrated to obtain
∫ λ
ν
dξ′
1− ag˜2Ψ(ξ′) = ξ (158)
However, a simple qualitative analysis can be performed
immediately for both the equations (155) and (156).
In the PM phase we have
χ(ξ) ≃ ag˜2ξ (159)
up to the point
ξ1 =
λ
1− ag˜2 (160)
Thus a power-law behavior occurs
ωef (C) ≃ ω(|C|/D)β , β = ag˜2 (161)
For ξ > ξ1,
χ(ξ) ≃ χ(ξ1) = λag˜2(1 − ag˜2)−1 (162)
is practically constant.
Note that unlike the case l = 0, which was discussed
in the previous Section, the bare coupling constant g˜ and
the exponent β can be sufficiently large. At g˜ ∼ 1, ωef (ξ)
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decreases rather rapidly during the renormalization pro-
cess. Thus a “soft mode” situation occurs, which may
lead to a NFL behavior.
To investigate modification of the electron spectrum
we may calculate the second-order perturbation theory
corrections, which are formally small in 1/[l]. Replacing
ω → ωef (C) in the usual second-order result for the elec-
tron self-energy (cf. Ref.36) and introducing the effective
electron density of states at the Fermi level Nef (C) we
obtain
Nef (C) ∼ Z(C)
ωef (C)
∼
(
D
|C|
)β
ln
D
|C| (163)
To investigate qualitatively temperature dependences we
may replace |C| → T. Thus one may expect an essentially
NFL behavior of the electronic specific heat,
Ce(T ) ∼ TNef (|C| → T ) ∼ T 1−β ln(D/T ), (164)
magnetic susceptibility,
χm(T ) ∼ S2ef (|C| → T )/T ∼ 1/T 1−β/a, (165)
transport properties etc.
In magnetically ordered phases, the situation for ξ >
ξ1 changes since the singularity of Ψcoh(ξ) plays an im-
portant role. Provided that ag˜2Ψmaxcoh > 1, the argument
of the function Ψcoh at ξ > ξ1 becomes almost constant,
and we obtain
χ(ξ) ≃ ξ − λ, ωef (C) ≃ |C|. (166)
The behavior (166) is similar to the dependence (147) for
finite l, and corresponds to g = gc. In the case of equation
(155), this behavior takes place up to ξ = ∞. On the
other hand, an account of the incoherent contribution
results in that the increase of χ stops at ag˜2Ψmaxcoh =
1/Z = 1 + χ/a, i.e. at
ξ2 = λ+ χmax = λ+ a(ag˜
2Ψmaxcoh − 1) (167)
Thus the value of ξ2 is determined by the quantity δ.
The dependence χ(ξ) for a 2D antiferromagnet is shown
in Fig.12. In the presence of the incoherent contribution
the region, where the dependence (166) holds, is rather
narrow (especially for not too small δ). However, a more
exact consideration of spin dynamics (rather than using
the spin diffusion approximation) may change consider-
ably the results.
In the regime (166) we have the result (163) with β = 1
and D → ω, so that in the AFM case (a = 1) one obtains
χm(T ) = const, Ce(T ) ∼ ln(ω/T ) (168)
For finite, but large [l] the picture discussed fails below
TK = D exp(−[l]1/2/
√
2g˜) (169)
However, the NFL behavior takes place in a wide tem-
perature region TK ≪ T ≤ ω. At T < TK the renor-
malization of gef becomes important and, as discussed
in the end of the previous Section, a more complicated
scaling behavior may take place.
As discussed in Section 11, a NFL behavior takes place
even for l = 0 for g ≃ gc. The NFL region becomes
broader with increasing [l]. The dependences gef (ξ) for
l = 3 are shown in Fig.13. One can see that the linear
dependence with a small coefficient takes place up to ξ ≃
5, then this is changed by the linear “coherent” behavior
which is further smeared by the incoherent contribution.
13. Conclusions
In conclusion, we resume main results of our consider-
ation and their relation to properties of the anomalous
f -systems, and discuss some unsolved problems.
Three regimes are possible at I < 0 depending on the
relation between the one-impurity Kondo temperature
TK and the bare spin-fluctuation frequency ω:
(i) the strong coupling regime with Ief (C → 0)→ ∞
where all the conduction electrons are bound into singlet
states and spin dynamics is suppressed. This regime is
expected to occur provided that ω ≪ TK .
(ii) the regime of a “Kondo” magnet with an apprecia-
ble, but not total compensation of magnetic moments,
which corresponds to small |g − gc|.
(iii) the regime of “usual” magnets with small loga-
rithmic corrections to the ground state moment and ωef .
(Note that the same situation takes place at I > 013.)
The formation of magnetic state takes place at
T cK ≡ D exp(−1/gc) = Aω
(
ω
D
)1/ac−1
(170)
(ac ≡ λgc, A is of order of unity). For N → ∞ we have
ac = 1+O(1/λ) and the strong coupling region boundary
is determined by the condition TK = Aω. For finite N we
always have ac < 1 (see Table 1) and, according to (170),
T cK ≪ ω. Numerical solution of the scaling equations for
the case N = 2 demonstrates a considerable dependence
of the critical value gc on the type of magnetic ordering,
space dimensionality and the structure of the magnon
spectrum (presence of the gap).
It should be stressed that the Doniach criterion gc ≃
0.48, which was obtained for a very special case in a sim-
plified one-dimensional model, cannot in fact be used for
real systems since gc turn out to be sensitive to param-
eters of exchange interactions, type of magnetic order-
ing, space dimensionality, degeneracy factors, magnetic
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anisotropy etc. It is worthwhile to note in this connec-
tion that it is a common practice to treat the interplay
of spin dynamics and the Kondo effect within the two-
impurity problem (see, e.g., Refs.37). At the same time,
we have demonstrated that the most important features
of the scaling behavior are connected with peculiarities of
the spin spectral density and are not described by this
model (where the spectral density is a delta-like peak
corresponding to singlet-triplet transitions).
We have used in our calculations the simplest “De-
bye” approximation for the magnon spectrum, i.e. the
long-wave dispersion law in the whole Brillouin zone.
Competing interspin interactions owing to the oscillat-
ing behavior of the RKKY exchange, which may lead
to frustrations, might be also important for explaining
magnetic structures in “usual” Kondo lattices.
The effective Kondo temperature T ∗K determines a
characteristic energy scale of the “heavy-fermion” be-
havior at low temperatures. This may differ consider-
ably from the one-impurity value TK , so that in the PM
phase T ∗K < TK , and in the magnetically ordered phases,
except for very small g − gc, T ∗K > TK (see Figs.9-11).
In the AFM case T ∗K depends weakly on g and therefore
on TK , and is determined by ω in a wide interval of g.
Although our consideration was performed for T = 0,
one may expect by the analogy with the one-impurity
problem that the dependences S(T ) (in the PM phase,
S(T ) is the local moment determined from the magnetic
susceptibility) and ω(T ) may be qualitatively obtained
by the simple replacement |C| → T.
For N = 2 and small enough δ (spin excitation damp-
ing) the Kondo screening in the AFM and FM phases
is stronger than in the PM phase. This results in an
increase of the Rhodes-Wohlfarth ratio (ratio of the ef-
fective moment, as determined from the Curie constant,
to the saturation moment). For example, if the bare cou-
pling constant is close to its critical value in the ordered
phase and correspondingly lower than in the PM phase,
the ground state moment may be small in comparison
with the high-temperature one (a behavior, typical for
most Kondo magnets, as well as weak itinerant electron
d-magnets). The same situation takes place for the char-
acteristic spin-fluctuation frequency ωef . It should be
noted that an increase of spin-fluctuation energies with
temperature is indeed observed in a number of anoma-
lous f -systems, e.g., U2Zn17
38.
Presence of the factor 1/N in the AFM2 case or large
value of δ (magnon damping) may result in that the sup-
pression of the effective moment and spin-dynamics fre-
quency turns out to be weaker than in the PM phase.
It looks like the decrease of moment at magnetic dis-
ordering with increasing temperature. Such a decrease
is typical for strong itinerant magnets where it is due
to the change of electron spectrum at disordering (see
Refs.27,39). In the case under consideration this phe-
nomenon has a quite different (essentially many-particle)
nature.
Near the boundary of the strong-coupling region (g →
gc) the relevant variables demonstrate a non-trivial scal-
ing behavior as functions of |g− gc| and ξ. In particular,
T ∗K(g → gc + 0), ω∗(g → gc − 0) ∼ |g − gc|γ , (171)
the exponent γ depending on the type of magnetic or-
dering. These results may be of interest for the general
theory of metallic magnetism. The description of the
state with small magnetic moments (g → gc) turn out
to differ considerably from that in the theory of weak
itinerant magnetism35. It is interesting that the “crit-
ical exponents” in the dependences of the moment on
the coupling constant (150) and C (151) turn out to
be non-integer. The corresponding dependences S(T ) =
Sef (|C| → T ) describe an analogue of the “temperature-
induced magnetism”35.
As mentioned in the Introduction, high sensitivity
of the magnetic state in heavy-fermion systems to ex-
ternal factors is explained by that in the case (ii) the
magnetic moment changes strongly at small variations
of the bare coupling constant. According to our con-
sideration, the regime of small magnetic moments oc-
curs in a very narrow region of bare parameters only.
Provided that g is not too close to gc, a characteris-
tic interval of the change of the quantity g∗ (which de-
termines the renormalized values of magnetic moment
and spin-fluctuation frequency) by unity is estimated as
δg ∼ g2 ≪ g. In the immediate vicinity of gc (where
the behavior g∗ ∼ − ln |g − gc| takes place) this interval
becomes still more narrow: δg ∼ |g − gc|. A more con-
sistent treatment of this regime with account of possible
renormalization of the scale |g − gc| itself requires using
more complicated (e.g., numerical) scaling approaches.
“Softening” of the spin excitation spectrum in the crit-
ical region may result in a non-Fermi-liquid behavior.
Although the NFL state itself cannot be described within
the framework of our perturbative approach, the con-
clusion about the NFL behavior near the boundary of
magnetic (g < gc) and non-magnetic (g > gc) phases
seems to be important. This conclusion is confirmed
by the fact that a violation of the Fermi-liquid picture
in anomalous f -system is really observed near the on-
set of magnetic ordering14. It is difficult to explain
this fact within the frequently used one-impurity two-
channel Kondo model17. At the same time, our scenario
of the NFL state formation takes into account essentially
many − center nature of the system. The width of the
region where the NFL behavior occurs increases with
increasing the degeneracy factor [l] and decreases with
increasing N. In the formal limit [l] → ∞ the pertur-
bation theory in g remains applicable, so that explicit
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expressions for thermodynamic and magnetic properties
can be obtained.
On the whole, the physical behavior, which occurs as
a result of an interplay between the Kondo effect and
intersite exchange interactions, turns out to be very rich
and differs for various model versions.
The work was supported in part by Grant 96-02-16000
from the Russian Basic Research Foundation.
Figure captions
Fig.1. The dependence 1/gef on ξ = ln |D/C| in the
large-N limit with λ = ln(D/ω) = 5, g = 0.15 for a
paramagnet (dashed line) and different magnetic phases
(solid lines): (1) ferromagnet (2) 3D antiferromagnet (3)
2D antiferromagnet (4) magnet with a strong anisotropy
ω0 →∞.
Fig.2. The dependence 1/gef(ξ) according to the
equation (121) at N = 2 in the anisotropic case (ω0 =
0.2) for different magnetic phases: (1) ferromagnet (2)
3D antiferromagnet (3) 2D antiferromagnet, and for the
isotropic ferromagnet (dotted line) and 3D antiferro-
magnet (dashed line). The bare coupling parameter is
g = 0.11, other parameters are the same as in Sect.10.
Fig.3. The scaling trajectories gef (ξ) in a paramagnet
according to (121) with N = 2 for g = 0.153917 > gc
(upper line) and g = 0.153916 < gc (lower line).
Fig.4. The scaling trajectories gef (ξ) in a ferromagnet
according to (121) with N = 2 for g = 0.13868 > gc
(upper line) and g = 0.13867 < gc (lower line).
Fig.5. The scaling trajectories gef (ξ) in a 3D anti-
ferromagnet according to (121) with N = 2 for g =
0.1320382 > gc and g = 0.1320381 < gc .
Fig.6. The scaling trajectories gef (ξ) in a 2D anti-
ferromagnet according to (121) with N = 2 for g =
0.1266714 > gc and g = 0.1266713 < gc.
Fig.7. The scaling trajectories gef (ξ) in a 3D anti-
ferromagnet according to (136) with N = 2 for g =
0.136305 > gc (upper line) and g = 0.136305 < gc (lower
line).
Fig.8. The dependences 1/g∗(g) for g < gc and ξ
∗(g)−
λ for g > gc in a paramagnet (λ = 5). The dashed line
is the curve 1/g − λ.
Fig.9. The dependences 1/g∗(g) for g < gc and ξ
∗(g)−
λ for g > gc in a ferromagnet according to (136) The
parameters are λ = 5, δ = 1/100.
Fig.10. The dependences 1/g∗(g) for g < gc and
ξ∗(g) − λ for g > gc in a 3D antiferromagnet accord-
ing to (136).
Fig.11. The dependences 1/g∗(g) for g < gc and
ξ∗(g) − λ for g > gc in a 2D antiferromagnet accord-
ing to (136).
Fig.12. The dependence of χ = ln(ω/ωef ) vs. ξ =
ln |D/C| for a 2D antiferromagnet at [l] = ∞ with δ =
10−3, λ = 5, g˜ = 0.6) according to (155) (dashed line)
and with account of the incoherent contribution (solid
line).
Fig.13. The scaling trajectories gef (ξ) in a 3D an-
tiferromagnet according to (136) with N = 2, l = 3,
δ = 1/100 for g = 0.10556 > gc (upper line) and
g = 0.10555 < gc (lower line).
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